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 ترجمه

trainer 

I used to live 

to help 

in order to 

serious 

kind 

poem / poet 

music 

at least 

various 

s/he would come - used to come 

s/he would go - used to go 

s/he returned - s/he returns 

s/he decided / s/he decide 

s/he opened - we have opened 

s/he said– s/he says 

Key words: Before you begins, learn to recognize the following key words.  

complete 

compare 

wrong 

correct 

15 _1 _KeyWords 

practice 

again 

watch 

It means 

15 _1 _Vocabulary 

15 _1 _Vocabulay _Spoken 
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 ترجمه

would you help me? 

the best 

place 

the world 

only 

a few months– several months 

Almost - approximately  

Some/ some of the 

somebody / the people  

some of those who... 

they sit - to sit 

I stay - I would stay 

it depends 

customer 

we would have - we should have 

about (approximately) 

Lamp - light 

I turn off 

alone,  by myself 

roommate 

now 

until now 

Not  

future 
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1. Who in their family is kind. 

2. If they know anyone who is interested in poetry. 

3. Who their best friend is. 

4. What their favorite subject is. 

5. If they know of different/various cities in Iran. 

6. If they can sit on a coach for six hours and study. 

7. If they used to help their parents when they were kids. 

8. If they close the door to their bedroom when they sleep. 

9. At least how many hours they study every day? ( start your question with حداقل)  

10.  What they are going to do in near future.  

1. If their best friend lives in this city. 

2. When they returned home last night. 

3. If they stay at school after the class. 

4. If they used to go to church ( (کِليسا w hen they were a child  

5. What some of the students in this class are wearing. 

6. If they would like to sit in this class for more than an hour. 

7. If they live alone. 

8. If they used to read story books when they were kids.  

9. What ’ s the minimum amount of money they need to buy lunch. ( start your question 

and answer with حداقل)   

10. How many  bedrooms their future house should have.  
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Read the following sentences: 

. کردم وقتي بچه بودم در رشت زندگي مي  

رفتم شنبه به کالس موسيقي مي هاي سه پارسال روز  
These sentences feature a new verb tense ( (, گذشته استمراري but luckily it is formed using pieces that you 

know so you should recognize the verb. Do you think this new tense is a past tense or a present tense? 

How do you know? What words in the sentence indicate this?......................………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….. 

 

You already know the simple past, which describes actions that took place in the past one time, like in the 

examples below:  

. چهار سال در شيراز زندگي کردم  

. دو سال پيش به ايران آمدم  
However, گُذَشته اِستِمراري   is used in a different way. Read the first set of examples again. What do you 

notice about the period of time in which the action of the verb takes place? Is the action happening in a sin-

gle instance or over a period of time? How do you know? ………………..…………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………........................................ 

.......................................................................................................................... 

 

Based on the information above, can you describe when we use گُذَشته اِستِمراري   in Persian? Be sure to 

check your answer with your instructor and classmates in class. …………………….………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Look at the two examples below and explain why simple past ( ) is used in the first sentence 

while  گذشته استمراريis used in the second.  

. هاي مختلف رفتم دو سال پيش به ايران آمدم و به شهر  

.رفتم ي مختلف مي آمدم، به شهرها وقتي به ايران مي  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

To review circle the correct word in the parenthesis:  گذشته استمراري is a (past / present) tense that describes 

either actions that took place (over a period of time / in a one instance) or (habitual / single) actions.  

 

 

15 _3 _Grammar1 

15 _3 _Grammar2 

15 _3 _Grammar3 
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Forming  گُذَشته اِستِمراري   

Examine the sentence below carefully and underline the two examples of: گُذَشته اِستِمراري    

This verb tense is formed using familiar pieces. What do you recognize in the verb?  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………… 

 

 is formed simply by adding  to the simple past tense form that you already know. To help   گُذَشته اِستِمراري

you visualize the form, fill out the diagram below with the proper information:  

 

Apply this information by filling out the chart below. Check your answers with your instructor. Don’t forget 

what is special about the third-person singular او in the simple past!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the two sentences below:  

 

Which sentence has a verb that is pronounced /mi-khorad/ and which sentence has a verb pronounced as /

mi-khord/? How do you know? ………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Negating  

The sentence below includes the  is the negated form.  

What do you notice about how we negate this verb tense? It is similar to the negation of which other verb 

tense? ………………………………...………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 
+ 

 گفتم من مي  ما

 تو شما

 او آنها

15 _3 _Grammar4 

15 _3 _Grammar5 
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Fill out the chart below using the negated conjugation of . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

: Conjugate the following verbs in گذشته استمراري  using the indicated subject pronoun.  As you 

conjugate each verb, say it aloud! 

 ........................................    نوشتن + تو  -۱

 .........................................  توانستن+ شما  -۲

 .........................................  سعي کردن + ما  -۳

 ........................................  تصميم گرفتن +  او  -۴

 ........................................  کار کردن + ها  آن -۵

 ........................................  حرف زدن + تو  -۶

 .......................................  برگشتن + شما  -۷

 .......................................  خوابيدن + من  -۸

: Fill in the blanks using the indicated verb conjugated in either the simple past tense or the 

. Then explain in detail why you chose that tense.  

 

( . کمک کردن.......................... )ام  و به مربي( رفتن.................... )هاي سه شنبه به باشگاه من پارسال روز  -۱  

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

. ي آينده کالسمان ساعت دو شروع شود هفته( تصميم گرفتن........................................... )ديروز استادمان  -۲  

........................................... ...................................................................................................................................  

و وقتي کسي به او لباس رنگ ( پوشيدن............................................. )سبز   برادرم وقتي که بچه بود فقط لباس -۳

(. شدن.................................. )، ناراحت (هديه دادن............................ )ديگري   

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

(. آرايش کردن........................................... )يکي از دوستانم وقتي در دبيرستان بوديم هر روز زيادي  -۴  

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

. توانند در کافي شاپ کار کنند اما االن نمي( توانستن.................................... )آنها در گذشته  -۵  

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

( زندگي کردن................................... )جا  آن(. بر گشتن............................................. )من پارسال از ايران  -۶

. خوب فارسي حرف بزنم( خوانستن......................................... )چون   
 

 من  ما

 تو کرديد شما کمک نمي

 او آنها

15 _3 _Grammar6 

Check your answers  here. 
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: Listen to the audio file. You will hear 6 sentences. Write the translation of the sentences 

you hear in the appropriate column.  The sentences which have   in right column, 

and the ones with  in left.  

: Read the English sentences below and write the closest Persian equivalent that you can 

think of.  
 
1. Last year in history class, I sat in the very chair every day.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
2. When I was a child, I would stay at my grandparents’ house for the summer.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
3. When we would go to Iran, my little sister didn’t want to wear her headscarf. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
4. Some of the people who were at the party used to live in New York but decided to come to 
California last year. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
5. Last year my favorite class would start at 3:00 and we would always talk about interesting 
topics. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Note: The third-person singular conjugation for  گذشته استمراري of the verb  خوردن is written the 

same as the third-person singular conjugation for زمان حال (simple present tense). However, it is 
pronounced differently: 

what a good time!

 I wish I would  

15 _3 _Grammar7 
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Read the following sentences and translate them into English.  

 

You already know that the verb tense that is being used in the sentences above is similar to the 

English present perfect (I have come; she has lived; you have not seen). Take a moment and 

think about how we use this tense in English. What are you implying when you use it?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………… 

 

 in Persian, we use   گذشته نقليwhen we want to reference something that has happened in the 

past but is still relevant to the present conversation or discussion. As you can imagine, context is 

really important to determining when use this tense and for understanding the nuance that it 

implies. In the space below, write in English three scenarios in which you might use this tense. Be 

sure to set up a context and explain why this tense is necessary.  

1)………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2)………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

3)………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4)………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

A Few Exceptions 

Note that there are instances in which we use this verb tense in Persian when we wouldn ’ t nec-

essarily use it in English.  The most notable examples involve three verbs that you already know. 

Look at the sample sentences below and translate them into English.  

15 _3 _Grammar8 
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In Persian, we describe these states of being (wearing, sitting, and sleeping) using the   گذشته

 even though we are talking about the present. Keep these exceptions in mind and be on the ,نقلي

lookout for others as you continue to build your Persian vocabulary!  

 

Forming  گذشته نقلي 

Based on the information that you already know, use the space below to create a formula for 

forming گذشته نقلي. Look at page 110 in Volume 1 of Persian of Iran Today for a good model for 

visualizing verb conjugations. Try to use that model in your own formula.  

 

 

 

How would you create a model for the negation of this verb tense?  

 

 

Pronouncing  گذشته نقليin spoken Persian 

In spoken Persian,  گذشته نقلي sounds very similar to  گذشته ساده or the simple past. 

Listen to the following examples below very carefully and try to determine the differences 

you hear between  گفتاري and  نوشتاري and between ساده    گذشته  and  گذشته نقلي. 

 15 _3 _Grammar9 
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Listen to the audio file again. Now record your own audio file and send it to your teacher. Try to 

copy the voice that you hear exactly. Pay special attention to where the words in the sentence are 

being stressed.  

 

Now that you have heard examples and even tried recording them yourself, try to explain the dif-

ference you hear between  گذشته سادهand the spoken form of   گذشته نقلي.   Be prepared to share 

your answers with your classmates.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………… 

 

Note that there is no common writing system for writing  گذشته نقلي in  گفتاري. You may see people 

write it in the same way that they would write it in simple past, or they sometimes people write it 

the same way they write it in  نوشتاري form of  گذشته نقلي, even though the pronunciation is slightly 

different. In this textbook, for the sake of clarity, we have chosen to write it in نوشتاري . 

 

Listen to the audio file, and determine whether the گفتاري sentences you hear are in  گذشته ساده or 

  .Listen for both things like stress but also key words .گذشته نقلي 

15 _3 _Grammar10 
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Listen to the audio file and complete the following sentences. What are these verbs are 

called in Persian grammar? 

Fill in the blank with appropriate forms of .  

15 _3 _Grammar11 
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You have already learned that the use of  in Persian is often determined by certain 

trigger words. Look at the sentences below.  
 

Why do these sentences require the subjunctive? What triggered the use of the subjunctive?  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
In the box below, list the subjunctive “trigger” verbs that you have learned up until now.  Be 
prepared to share your list in class.   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As you continue to expand your vocabulary, you will want to keep up with this list and continue 
adding trigger words. If you are uncertain, then make sure you listen to the sample sentences that 
come with each vocabulary word. 

 
A New Trigger Word 

 
Read the following sentences and try to translate the sentences

Based on the sentences above can you guess what tā means in these sentences
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The word tā in Persian has many meanings but when tā is used as a conjunction and followed by 

the subjunctive tense like in the sentences above then it means “in order to So it indicates the 

reason that a subject has completed or will complete a particular action

 

 

In Unit 14, you learned a similar construction. Do you remember what it is? Write a sample sentence 

below that uses it.  

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Keh + subjunctive and tā + subjunctive convey very similar meanings. Both indicate the reason that the 

subject has undertaken or will undertake an action. The main difference between the two structures is 

that tā tends to be used more often in spoken Persian; however, both structures are used in both written 

and spoken. The two examples below, for example, are almost identical and both written in the Spoken 

form.  

 

 

 

Try to use both constructions in your written homework assignments and when you are speaking in class.  

 

A– Choose the appropriate verb in parenthesis to complete the sentences below. Make sure to conjugate 
the verb.  

15 _3 _Grammar12 
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B–  First review the different kinds of trigger words for the subjunctive in Persian, then choose the 

appropriate verb in parenthesis to complete the sentences in تمرين. Make sure to conjugate the verbs.  

 

 

 

 

 

»«

15 _3 _Grammar13 
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Two Subjunctive Exceptions

There are two verbs in Persian that are irregular in the simple Present tense Do you remember what 

they are

To be” and “to have” are also irregular in the present tense subjunctive Use the information in the 

charts below to complete them

We use these verbs in the subjunctive just like any other verb the only difference 

is that they are formed differently Please make sure you commit these 

conjugations to memory and practice using them in class and in your assignments
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Another Use for the Subjunctive 

 

At this point, you should be comfortable with the idea that the subjunctive is triggered by certain words. 

However, there are also instances in which we choose to use the subjunctive in order to express 

uncertainty. Consider the following example from your vocabulary sample sentences.  

 

 

 

In this sentence, we know that the verb fekr kardan is not one of our trigger words for subjunctive. 

However, we have the option of using the subjunctive with this verb to suggest some doubt.  Compare 

the sentence above with the following sentence.  

 

 

 

The two meanings are very similar. Can you explain the difference in your own words?  

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………. 

We will be exploring the idea that the subjunctive can also be used to express doubt our uncertainty 

later in more depth. For now, when you use the verb fekr kardan, pay special attention to how certain 

you are of what you “think.”  

 

 

dreams and hopes

 

 

 : هاي زير را کامل کنيد جمله -۴

I think we should have good weather today. 

I think we will have good weather. 
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3 )  We know that in Persian we usually drop subject pronouns, and this is especially true 

of the first-person singular unless we want to emphasize or add contrast. Read what 

Saeed said once again and try to find the potential منs in the text.  

 

     

     

     

     

     

15 _4 _Listening1 

http://learnpersian.wikidot.com/local--files/start/12_4_listening3.mp3
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What is the subject of each sentence?  

4 )  Charades: In groups of three write five sentences. Try to use different tenses in your 

sentences. Write each sentence on a separate sheet of paper. You will give one sheet of 

paper to one of the student from another group, s/he will act the sentence out for his/her 

own group, after first drawing as many lines as there are words in the sentence. Your 

competition has to figure out the tenses of the verbs too.  

15 _4 _Listening2 
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try to say geese in English. How do you 

pronounce the beginning?

 

15 _5 _pronunciation1 

15 _5 _pronunciation2 

15 _5 _pronunciation3 

15 _5 _pronunciation4 

15 _5 _pronunciation5 

15 _5 _pronunciation6 
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:  Below you will find three entries about famous Persian poets. Each entry features an 

introduction about the poet in Persian, a representative poem, an audio file of the poem, and a 

brief description of the poem. Read the documents and listen to the corresponding audio files. 

Use these materials to determine what makes each of this poets unique, and then pick one poet. 

Use the audio file to memorize the poem by the poet you have picked. Record the poem and 

send it to your instructor by email. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

»«»

«»«»«»« »«  »« 

 

 

ā

 

 

 

15 _5 _pronunciation7 

15 _5 _pronunciation8 
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»«

: Work with a partner and explain in Persian why you picked your poet. What about this 

poet was interesting to you? Listen carefully to your partner's explanation  You may be required to 

explain your partner's logic to the class! At the end of class, each of you will be required to recite 

the poet that you picked, so make sure you have rehearsed it!  

You have come from the suns and the dawns 

From the mirrors and the silks.  

[. . .] 

I  

Stand up! 

A light in my hand, a light in my heart.  

I polish away the rust from my soul.  

I place a mirror in front of your mirror 

In order to create an eternity  

The poet talks to his beloved about the constant 

presence of beloved in his mind: 

I will never and do not want to wake up from this desired 

hangover, you were sitting in my heart before I was born
 

You are not like a sun, falling into presence and absence 

Others come and go, you are the one who stays  

15 _5 _pronunciation9 
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 population 

 literate 

  Official language 

 dialect 

 Religion  

 Muslim 

 Christian 

 Zoroastrian  

 Jewish 

 Baha'i 

 follower 

gardens

different

15 _6 _culture1 

15 _6 _culture2 

15 _6 _culture3 
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1- Read the following advertisements and decide with your classmate which tour you will 

reserve. Why?  (source of text and picture: http://www.silkfly.ir/Intours.asp) 

DBL

DBL

DBL

DBL

DBL

DBL

2- Now, look at the most up-to-date version of the prices for option #6: 

DBL

How different it is with the prices from 2 years ago?  
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And pay attention to “ how superlative adjectives are expressed in Persian. ”   

1- You learned that  means “…?….. ”  and   means “……?…... ” . There are 

three superlative adjectives  in the following text which mean “ the most assured ” , 

“ t he healthiest ” , and “ the easiest/most comfortable ” . Find the words. 

 
 

 

Thin/Easy/Fast/To become thin/ Don ’ t miss/A cup of tea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

»«»«
 

 
 

 

http://taban00.mihanblog.com/ 

 

15 _7 _ reading1 
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 read it out loud at home and record yourself . Submit the audio file.  

 
to put

doll

to bring

to buy 

falls-  to fall 

15 _7 _ reading2 

 

Music by: Hossein Alizadeh And Madjid Khaladj\Iranian Music, Improvisations/ Daramad 
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They want to sell

 کامران و دوستش آقا و خانم اسميت

 Spoken-written 

15 _8 _spoken/written 

http://www.dreamstime.com/register?jump_to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dreamstime.com%2Froyalty-free-stock-image-yard-sale-image9738866
http://www.dreamstime.com/register?jump_to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dreamstime.com%2Froyalty-free-stock-images-garage-sale%21-image9110189
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to understand 

as a sign of respect when you 

refer to somebody who has said sth 

as a sign of being humble, 

when you refer to yourself

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15 _9 _conversation1 

15 _9 _conversation2 

http://www.dreamstime.com/register?jump_to=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dreamstime.com%2Froyalty-free-stock-image-opening-door_03-image2448966
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Listen to the song online and try to follow along. There are 

a few words you know.  What are they? Be aware that this 

song is sung in “ گفتاري.”  Read the English summary of 

the lyrics and guess what the underlined words mean. You 

can probably find a performance by Googoosh by looking 

for  هونه يگکشجنا -گوگوو. You can also find an audio file 

by looking for “ ”دانلود آهکگ گکشجک هاي هونه گوگوو  

   Oh, the light behind every reason 

   is illuminating because of you, is illuminating because of 

you 

    Oh, your beautiful words befriend me with my own self 

   The sparrows of this house and I are  used to seeing you 

   For the sake of seeing you, we will fly from the nest 

   Once again we will come, like everyday.  

   ( B ecause )  you throw seed for us. 

   The sparrows and I will die if you are not home.  

   Your name has always been the first thing and last thing 

that I say 

   I have called your name so many times that my breath 

smells like you 

   The scent of your beautiful words, ( is like )  the scent of a 

dessert full of copses  

   You are the same color  

   As the red cheeks of a lover 

   My poem is the same color as your eyes, the color 

   of pure chastity 

   the most beautiful color I have ever seen 

   the color of amber  

   The sparrows of this house  and I 

   are used to seeing you 

   For the sake of seeing you, we will fly from the nest  

15 _10 _pronunciation2 
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you can start reviewing and practicing the verbs on pages 31-33 to be more ready for this exer-

cise

to bring/he

to read/we

to haveto work

to beto have

to have

to have

to eat

to go

to read

to understandto repeat
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to see

to bring/I

to say/he

to live

to askto answer

to come/you

to live/Ito go

to help her/I

to sit/I

to play

to thinkto eat

to decideto sleep

to giveto stay

to wear

to see

to sleep

to wear

to guess

to put

to buy/ we

to wake up
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to open

to get ready/youto return

to rest

to cometo exercise

to runto study

to try

to closeto say )

to turn off

to understandto listen

to help

to write

to complete

to know

to be located

to fallto speak
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(for reference) 
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